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Introduction

SRL is mostly addressed in the literature in relation with adult or young adult learners, probably
because it involves a good amount of meta-cognition, which adults seem to grasp easier than younger
people. T here is no evidence, however, that children are not able to start self-regulating or to reason
at meta-cognitive level. We think that it would be important to introduce elements of SRL from
primary school, since the development of these abilities appears to be an incremental process, that
develops faster and faster after the initial steps.
Focusing on children’s education, it is widely recognized that narrative is a privileged way for
organizing knowledge and helping develop cognitive abilities. Stories are familiar to children from
early age1 , and hence a way of learning that results particularly natural for most primary school
pupils. For these reasons, we thought it would be interesting to analyse the potentialities to support
SRL offered by an increasingly widespread way of working with narrative, that is, Narrative Learning
Environments (NLEs), so to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of these tools, as well as to discuss
what improvements could grant a better support to SRL.
For this analysis, we selected as NLE a well known commercial software environment, rich of
features and suitable for various age levels. We made this choice since this program is simple and has
many affordances as concerns narrative creation by children. Analysing a more complex program
would introduce variables not strictly related with the core concept of narrative, and thus make it
more difficult to highlight the very relation between NLEs and SRL. Our study, on the other hand,
can constitute a basis to analyse more complex software tools, which very likely include all the basic
functions of the considered one. With our work, we aimed to spot categories of functions useful to
support SRL in NLEs, rather than particular implementations of such categories.
T he software environment considered, StoryMaker22 , is a Narrative Learning Environment
which allows the users to create multimedia stories. It has a rich menu of backgrounds, characters,
props, sound effects, mostly thematically organised (for instance, it is possible to choose plants and
flowers from a group “ garden”, as well as gardeners, garden furniture, etc.). All elements can be
combined in different ways as basic components of each scene. It is suitable for children of very
different levels of cognitive development, allowing the production of narratives of various degrees of
complexity, from simple, linear ones made of a sequence of pages up to hyper-textual narratives with
animations.
It can be a valid tool from the point of view of children’s learning, since it is suitable for a
wide range of applications in the first years of primary school and it can support the development of
a variety of cognitive abilities. Just to mention a few of them, it can help develop competencies on
narrative itself and communication skills, consolidate reading and writing in one’s own mother
tongue. It also can be used to develop initial linguistic abilities in a foreign language, since the
program includes language features for English and French, and several other languages (German,
Spanish, Italian, etc.) are available on separate CDs.
A T ELE is not composed only by a software tool, but includes also configuration and mode
of use set up by the instructor. Due to the wide range of possible applications of the considered
program, it was important firstly to decide clearly what aspects should be considered as part of the
T ELE, in order to avoid mixing the potentialities of different modes of use, which would all together
correspond to no actual application. Since our aim was to focus on narrative learning environments,
we limited the T ELE examined as much as possible to the mere program, in order not to detect
strengths and weaknesses that could be rather ascribed to a particular way of using it, instead of to the
characteristics of the program itself. Hence, we supposed a situation where a child is working on
his/her own on a precise assignment (the creation of a narrative with some data given but free plot),
with an educator around just for quick instructional support. T he learning task, in this case, is learning
to develop a narrative with some constraints.
1
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An example of a scene worked out with StoryMaker2. This scene can be constructed either as a static
scene, as presented here, or as an animation where the standing characters enter the scene one after the other
and speak aloud. Both possibilities (as well as the many intermediate ones) are acceptable narratives and
suitable goals for children of different age and abilities.

In order to analyse the SRL potential of the considered NLE, we used as evaluation tool a
questionnaire developed within the European project T ELEPEERS3 , aiming to evaluate the support
to SRL granted by T echnology-Enhanced Learning Environments (T ELEs). T his evaluation tool is
freely downloadable from the web site http://www.lmi.ub.es/taconet/.
This study represents one of the transfer case-studies carried out by ITD-CNR, to analyse
if the considered evaluation tool, which was initially developed within the context of education at
university level could result a valid evaluation tool also within other educational contexts. The
interest of this transfer case study consists in applying the mentioned evaluation tool to a school
level very different from that originally considered during the questionnaire development. The
results of this analysis turned out to be very satisfactory, both as concerns the possibility t o
profitably use the questionnaire within a variety of contexts, and as concerns the possibility t o
foster the development of SRL abilities within narrative learning environments for primary
school children.
The outcomes of this evaluation have been presented in the paper “Developing SelfRegulated Learning in ICT-based Narrative Environments”, by G. Dettori and T. Giannetti,
accepted at the Workshop on Narrative Learning Environments within the International
Conference AIED (Amsterdam, July 2005). This report contains the details of the evaluation
made, together with some final considerations on what are, in out opinion, strengths and
weaknesses of the considered TELE as concerns the development of SRL abilities.
The last section of this document reports some consuderations on the use of the
evaluation tool by the person who filled in it.
This work was carried out by applying an analysis tool developed in the project “Self-regulated Learning in
Technology Enhanced Learning Environments at University Level: a Peer Review” (TELEPEERS)”. The project
is being carried out with the support of the European Commission (Grant agreement 2003-4710-/001-001 EDUELEARN). The content of this project does not necessarily reflect the position of the European Commission,
nor does it involve any responsibility on the part of the European Commission.
Universität zu Köln / Germany
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam / The Netherlands
Universidade Católica Portuguesa / Portugal,
Aalborg Universitet / Denmark
CNR Istituto per le Tecnologie Didattiche / Italy
Nottingham Trent University / U.K.
Universitat de Barcelona / Spain
Université de Technologie de Compiegne / France
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Part A: Technical description of TELE
Name and short
description
of
TELE

(please describe shortly what you consider part of this TELE, i.e. software used,
configuration, use made of it, agents involved, etc).

The considered TELE is formed by the software tool Story Maker 2,
used by a single child (early elementary school) working
individually, with a teacher around at disposal only for quick
technical assistance. The task at hand is to create a story with free
plot and characters but with some constraints.
Institution where This is an a priori study. The program is available at the Italian
Library for Educational Software (see http://www.sd2.itd.cnr.it/)
it is in use
Teaching a child in the first year of Elementary school to construct a
Objective of
narrative, by using a narrative environment which allows the
TELE
creation of stories as sequences of one or more scenes, including
dialogues and animations.
Individual work
Educational

model
Mode of delivery Presence education
Platform

(please mark with X the appropriate item)

No platform used
Commercial platform used X
Proprietary platform used
Open source platform
Places of
learning
Context

Anywhere a PC is available

Level of
interactivity

(please mark with X the appropriate item)

Technical
requirements

Importance of
technology for
TELE

Primary school education

No interactivity
Interactivity with TELE X
Interactivity with tutor
Interactivity with peers
Operating system (server/client) Windows, with the usual PS
equipment

Hard disk space required
Display resolution, colour depth
Hard ware components (working memory, processor, sound card,
graphics card)
External devices
Connectivity (e.g. type of browser, band width)
(please mark with X the appropriate level)
Low importance

0

1

2

3 4 5

High importance
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Accompanying
documentation

Transferability
(Portability)

(please mark with X the appropriate item)

User’s handbook (printed or in electronic form) for teachers X
User’s handbook (printed or in electronic form) for students
Tutorial
Guidelines
Help function X (only technical)
Costs average
Language English and French, plus dictionary available for several
other languages

Legal aspects Commercial software
Technical aspects No special requirements; a PC with the usual
equipment is sufficient

Limitations in using TELE

( Please write your name or initials, and a short sentence which characterizes
Name and
you, e.g. “High-school Teacher in mathematics, Italy)
institution of
person who
GD + TG, researchers in Educational technologies, Italy
filled in the PRET
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Part B: Detailed evaluation of support for self-regulated learning
(1) Planning

Cognitive aspects
1

The TELE helps the learner to structure the learning content.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The available characters and features are grouped into menus, thematically
organized
2

The TELE has an easy and intuitive interface.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The software tool embodied in this TELE is rather simple and intuitive to use at
elementary level; the highest functions, though, are difficult to find and to use
without consulting the user manual.
3

The TELE records a history of learner activities.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

There is no direct mechanism for this sake; the user, though, can exploit the
possibility of the operating system to save successive versions of a file, so to keep
a record of the incremental steps of a story’s creation.
4

The TELE allows the student to plan her/his learning with the help of activity
plans, personal development plans, progress reports etc.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

There are no explicit development plans; the user, though, can make a plan by
crating all the (empty) scenes he/she is planning to use before proceedings with
creating the story in all details.
5

The TELE provides the student with the opportunity to choose between
different modules.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user is very free to choose among a variety of possible background,
characters, actions, etc.
6

The TELE provides the student with the opportunity to choose between
different learning paths.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user is free to proceed as he/she prefers in the creation of a narrative, eg by
working out completely each scene, or by deciding all scenes at the beginning and
working them out later in parallel.
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7

The TELE provides the student with the opportunity to choose between
different modes of delivery.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user is completely free to chose between static scenes and animations,
written or spoken dialogues.

Motivational aspects
8

The TELE is likely to arouse the learner’s interest.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The richness of the menus available, and the possibility to import backgrounds and
scenes from other applications makes the program certainly interesting to use,
especially for primary school children.
9

The TELE allows each student to partially personalize the interface used in
the environment.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user has great freedom of movement within the environment. Also the button
menu on the upper bar can be set at two different levels of detail.
10

The TELE eases the student’s becoming aware of personal learning goals.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The only support to reflection is the possibility to go back and see the work done.
No explicit reflection tool is provided.
11

The TELE helps the learner plan her/his activities by pointing out to her/him
external resources (websites, help options) available.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

Features can be imported by other applications.
12

The TELE reminds the learner of her/his own knowledge and skills relevant to
the task at hand.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

A library of examples is available, where the user can get ideas of what he/she can
do.
13

The TELE sensitises the learner with respect to how problems might be
solved.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The examples in the archive can be seen both play mode and in constructions
mode, hence giving an idea how to realize animations and other features.

7
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14

There are explicit mechanisms in the TELE to encourage the learner to tackle
tasks.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

We consider as explicit mechanism in this TELE the explicit assignment given by
the teacher, and her (non-intrusive) presence.
15

There are implicit mechanisms in the TELE to encourage the learner to tackle
tasks.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The implicit mechanism is the availability of menus and archives.

Emotional aspects
16

The TELE helps the learner to cope with the challenges of the task.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

Seeing examples already realized narratives, sometimes even complex
animations, and knowing that he/she can copy the realization mode, can support
the user to tackle complex tasks.
17

The TELE may be adapted to reach a congruence between the learner’s level
of competence and the level of difficulty of the task.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user is not compelled to use the most complex functions, if he is not able, yet
interesting and complex stories can be created. A congruence with user’s abilities
is obtained naturally, by simply letting the user make what he/she is able to do.
18

The TELE is organised in such a way that the learner is likely to enjoy working
in it.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

Apart the frustration deriving from possibly not being able to use the most complex
functions, the environment is an enjoyable one.

Social aspects
19

The TELE offers the possibility to set up both public
communication.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

and private

No communication functions are provided.
20

The TELE provides the learner with the opportunity to negotiate with her/his
tutor/instructor how to organise her/his work.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
8
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21

The TELE allows the learner to work together / communicate with her/his
peers.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No communication functions are provided.

(2) Executing and monitoring
Cognitive aspects
22

The TELE allows the user to make decisions on how to proceed.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user is completely free to proceed as he/she prefers in the construction of
his/her story.
23

The TELE leads the learner to reflect on her/his own problem solving
activities.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No explicit reflection tools are provided, apart from the possibility to review one’s
own work.
24

The TELE provides the user with the possibility to find out to what extent
she/he is achieving her/his learning goals.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No explicit reflection tools are provided, apart from the possibility to review one’s
own work.
25

The TELE allows the learner to switch to another learning strategy if
necessary.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user is completely free to proceed as he/she prefers in the construction of
his/her story.

Motivational aspects

26

The TELE helps the learner to maintain her/his motivation.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
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A narrative is created as a sequence of scenes, each of which is a complete
product in itself, and the users can proceed in story construction following their own
personal style.
27

The TELE provides help facilities that aim at strengthening the learner’s
perseverance in case of failure.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The only support in this sense can derive from looking for advice in the archives;
the help provided is only technical and suitable more for adults than for children.

Emotional aspects
28

The TELE provides the user with formative feedback that facilitates the
maintenance of a positive working attitude.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No formative feedback is provided.
29

The TELE provides the user with formative feedback that intervenes at critical
points in the learning cycle in order to restore a positive working attitude.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No formative feedback is provided.

Social aspects
30

The TELE allows the user to contact and receive help from her/his
tutor/instructor.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No communication functions are provided.
31

The TELE provides the user with the opportunity to communicate with her/his
peers in order to exchange ideas or to ask for help.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No communication functions are provided.
32

The TELE provides the user with possibilities to collaborate with her/his
peers.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No communication functions are provided.
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(3) Evaluation
Cognitive aspects
33

The TELE helps the user to reflect on her/his learning progress.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The only help is the possibility to see one’s creation in play and in construction
mode, and go back and forth through it as necessary.
34

The TELE encourages the learner to compare her/his present state with the
state she/he wanted to be in.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

Same as above.
35

The TELE provides the learner with the means to assess her/his own
achievements.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

It is possible to see one’s creation in play and in construction mode, and go back
and forth through it as necessary.
36

The TELE allows the student to select the achievements to be assessed.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user can check his/her work scene by scene, or character by character, if
he/she wishes.
37

The TELE allows the student to select the competencies to be assessed.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

The user can have his/her dialogues checked by the facilities of the software tool.

Motivational aspects
38

The TELE provides the learner with feed-back that leads to appropriate selfefficacy beliefs.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

There is no explicit feedback, apart from seeing one creation in play mode.

Emotional aspects
39

The TELE provides the learner with appropriate feedback on her/his
achievements and on the amount of work done.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

There is no explicit feedback, apart from seeing one creation in play mode.
11
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Social aspects
40

The TELE provides the learner with the opportunity to compare her/his results
with that of a tutor/instructor
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

A rich archive of other people creations is available, where the teacher can include
his/her own models, if he/she wishes.
41

The TELE allows the learner to discuss her/his results with her/his
tutor/instructor
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No communication tools are provided.
42

The TELE provides the learner with the opportunity to compare her/his results
with those of her/his peers.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No communication tools are provided. But some example may be present in the
archives.
43

The TELE allows the learner to discuss his/her results with her/his peers.
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

No communication tools are provided
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Part C
General impressions on the TELE obtained from compilation of part B
This TELE appears to support self-regulated learning to a full medium degree,
offering its best on the cognitive aspects, showing its weakest on the emotional
aspects, remaining on average level on the motivational aspects, and with the
social aspects almost completely undeveloped. As concerns the phases of
learning, the TELE gives its best at planning, scores average at execution and
monitoring, while results rather low in the evaluation phase, due to the lack of
explicit feedback and reflection functions. Also the explicitness of SRL support
was evaluated as rather low.
These results appear quite good if we consider that the development of SRL
abilities is not among the explicit aims of the software environment on which the
considered TELE is based. This confirms our hypothesis that it makes sense to
put into relation SRL and NLEs.
Evaluation of
)(1) Planning
support of selfregulated
Cognitive aspects
learning
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Motivational aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Emotional aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Social aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
(2) Execution and monitoring
Cognitive aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Motivational aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Emotional aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Social aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
(3) Evaluation
Cognitive aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Motivational aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Emotional aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
Social aspects
Not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
13
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Thematic summaries:
Planning
Execution and monitoring
Evaluation

not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported
not supported 0 1 2 3 4 5 well supported

Cognitive aspects
Motivational aspects
Emotional aspects
Social aspects

Not supported
Not supported
Not supported
Not supported

Overall
evaluation
support for SRL

of

Evaluation of explicitness

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

well supported
well supported
well supported
well supported

Low support

0

1

2

3 4 5

High support

Support implicit

0

1

2

3 4 5

Support explicit

Factors that contribute to the strength of the TELE
• It is easy to use (at least at the simplest level). Ease of use can beneficially
influence not only the cognitive aspects (favouring the concentration on resources
at disposal in relation with the task to be solved, hence facilitating work planning),
but also the motivational ones (allowing the user to reach some meaningful results
fast) and emotional ones (avoiding frustration and decrease of self-efficacy beliefs).
• It offers a rich choice of features for narrative creation. Moreover, it allows the user
to enrich the menus by modifying the given features and by importing pictures and
sounds from other programs. This influences the cognitive aspects at planning and
execution, by giving the user freedom to decide how to proceed in his/her work; i t
influences also the emotional aspects, since personalization of elements is likely to
increase learners’ pleasure to create narratives.
• It offers a rich variety of possible productions. This influences emotional aspects
during the execution phase, since it allows graduation of the complexity of work
according to the abilities of each user.
• It includes a library of previous productions, which entails the possibility to
compare one’s own work with the works of others, which thus act as models. This
supports the cognitive aspects both in the execution and in the evaluation phases.
• The above richness makes the program very likely interesting for young users,
hence supporting motivation in all learning phases.
• It allows the user to see a same scene in different modes, i.e., playing mode,
construction mode with visible elements, construction mode with hidden elements
(links, paths and actions). Viewing in different modes the work one is constructing
supports cognitive aspects at self-monitoring level. Viewing in different modes t h e
examples in the archives can give suggestions on how to proceed and unblock t h e
learner in possible moments of difficulty, hence influencing both the cognitive and
motivational aspects of execution.
• It offers the possibility to save one ’s work, including diffe re nt ve rsions of a same story
corre sponding to succe ssive phase s of de velopme nt. This can he lp one e valuate the
amount of work made and the progre ss attaine d by comparing succe ssive ve rsions,
with obvious influe nce on the cognitive aspects of the e valuation phase , and possibly
also on the motivational one s.
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Factors that represent weaknesses of the TELE
• Many resources are implicit: if the user does not know the program well it i s
difficult to guess the existence of some functions.
• The feedback is very limited, in particular there is no formative feedback.
• He lp facilitie s are only on te chnical que stions, scarce ly sugge stive and suitable to
adults but rathe r difficult to use for childre n.
• The social aspects are almost comple te ly missing (no tools for communication or
collaborative work are include d, the only contact with the work of others is re alise d
through the archive s).

Suggestions for improving the TELE
Adding the following functions could, in our opinion, improve this TELE:
a. Se veral he lp functions, suitable to be use d by young childre n, possibly of diffe re nt
kinds, to answe r the diffe re nt ne e ds a child may have during narrative cre ation:
cognitive -cre ative (“I ne e d he lp to invent my story”), e motional-motivational (“I fe e l
discourage d/lost”), me thodological (“I don’t know how to make what I want to do”)
and te chnical (“I don’t know how to use a command”). A ge neral he lp function should
co-ordinate the spe cializ e d one s, and guide the child to the se lection of the ne cessary
he lp. Providing e motional and motivational he lp is particularly important in an
e nvironme nt like the conside re d one , whe re the child is le ft more or le ss on his/he r
own. In diffe re nt TELEs, whe re the child collaborates with pe e rs and re ceive s support
and guidance by the te ache r, the se kinds of he lp may also be provide d by the human
compone nt e mbodie d in the e nvironme nt. This possibility, though, doe s not de cre ase
the importance of having such a support in the program.
b. Possibility of de fining the distinctive fe ature s of all characte rs, to be added to the
implicitly pre de fine d fe ature s of we ll-known “type s” (e .g., a witch is unive rsally
conside re d wicke d, e tc.). This could have se veral influe nce s on the cognitive le vel.
Having at disposal such de scriptions as re fere nce while cre ating the narrative , the
child is in a be tte r position to cre ate logically consiste nt storie s and to make
infere nce s on the actions in his/he r narration. De tecting inconsiste ncie s be twe e n
de finition and be haviour of a characte r le ads to the introduction of what Brune r calls
e xceptions, i.e ., une xpe cte d be haviours due to some pre cise re ason; guiding the
childre n to re fle ct on e xceptions he lps the m to gain aware ne ss of, and monitor, the
consiste nce of the narrative under cre ation. It would be intere sting to re aliz e
de finitions in an articulate d way, that is: de fine characte ristics on a continuos scale
inste ad of as discre te value s (only se ldom pe ople are comple te ly bad or good); allow
also de finitions of moods, which are local to single sce ne s and can influe nce actions.
c. Some kind of support to story ge neral de sign, to he lp the child to ke e p under control
the ove rall de velopme nt of the plot of a story. This should include two diffe re nt
le vels:
• a basic le vel, consisting in giving some kind of summary, showing the se que nce of
the sce ne s already re aliz e d or at le ast initializ ed ;
• an “inte llige nt” le vel, whe re this function should he lp the child build an ove rall
ide a of his/he r plot, with sce ne s and characte rs to use in it, similarly to what
childre n do whe n working collaborative ly on the cre ation of some story.
a. Some kind of support to re fle ction on the work done, to he lp the child be come aware
if the story cre ate d is consiste nt in itself, with the assignme nt, and with the pe rsonal
e xpectations as conce rns the story itself..
b. Making some re source s more e xplicit. For instance , it would be use ful to have more
than two le vels for the iconic me nu bar, so to include in it all commands, since the
pre se nce of buttons calls the attention on the e xiste nce of functions that otherwise
could e ve r go ne gle cte d. The possibility to have an ove rall vie w of the available
re source s is an important point to support SRL, since it has a positive influe nce on
planning.
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Considerations on the evaluation experience made on StoryMaker2,
by Giuliana Dettori
I analysed StoryMaker2 firstly because I am interested in the educational use of narrative,
especially with primary school children. I wanted to try to understand if an “intelligent”
narrative learning environment can really give its users something more than an environment
like this one, which is rich of features and possible extensions but nothing more than a
graphical-textual editor. Analysing the program again with this SRL-oriented evaluation tool I
realised that I had not analysed the program deeply enough and I did not imagine a sufficiently
wide number of possible uses of a narrative activity. This evaluation tool has many limits,
depending on the ambiguity of many questions and on the difficulty to attribute to the different
aspects considered a score that the same person could still find convincing a few weeks later.
Nevertheless, I think it could be a valid help for teachers as a tool to guide software analysis:
not much to evaluate the educational validity of software programs, but to reason on which
ways of use they consider more satisfactory against their own educational methodology, in that
it calls attention on aspects that could otherwise go unnoticed.
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